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Fatigue Crack Growth Rate at Material and Geometry

Transitions in Glass-Epoxy Composites

S. Goutianosa,∗, B. F. Sørensenb

aDepartment of Manufacturing and Civil Engineering, Norwegian University of Science
and Technology, Teknologivegen 22, 2815 Gjøvik, Norway

bDepartment of Wind Energy, Section of Composite Mechanics and Structures, Technical
University of Denmark, Risø Campus, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark

Abstract

An element test specimen with ply drops, intended to be representative of
a composite structure of varying thickness such as the main laminate in a
wind turbine rotor blade structure, is used to investigate the fatigue damage
initiating from a ply drop under cyclic tension-tension loading. The focus
is to measure the growth rate of delamination cracks propagating from a
thin towards a thicker section. Several delaminations initiate from tunneling
cracks - cracks between the ply drops and resin reach areas - after very
few load cycles. All except one delamination crack propagate for a number
of cycles but eventually stop growing. The only delamination crack that
continued to grow has the characteristic that its growth rate increases as it
propagates to thicker sections of the element specimen. The experimental
findings are supported by finite element results.

Keywords: Ply drop; Delamination; Cyclic loading; ; Cohesive zone; Wind
turbine blade

1. Introduction1

The external shape of many large lightweight composite structures such as2

wind turbine rotor blades is dictated by aerodynamic considerations. The3

need to reduce weight leads to designs with composite laminates of vary-4

ing thickness along the length of the structure or component, with the re-5

quirement of retaining sufficient stiffness, strength and fatigue life [1]. In6
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composite structures, a decrease in laminate thickness (tapering), for shape7

optimisation and weight reduction, is achieved by terminating or dropping off8

plies (ply drops) at the locations where a change in thickness is required [2].9

A ply drop results in material and geometrical discontinuities which induce10

stress concentrations and can be a site for crack initiation and propagation11

in service [3, 4] and thus reduces the load carrying capability of a composite12

structure.13

Most studies on ply drops are related to aerospace applications such as air-14

craft wings or fins and helicopter blades [2, 5, 6]. Even for thin laminates, as15

used in aerospace structures (prepreg based composites), ply drops are criti-16

cal locations for delamination initiation that can lead to premature failure of17

components [4]. In applications involving large structures/components made18

by low-cost manufacturing processes, e.g. wind turbine blades produced by19

vacuum infusion, the plies are thicker (about 1 mm in thickness) [4] and20

thus ply drops have a stronger influence on the structural integrity of the21

component. The studies investigated the effect of ply drops in such compos-22

ite structures [4, 7, 8] have shown a relative high knockdown factor, i.e. a23

significant reduced strength and fatigue life, with increasing ply thickness.24

Tapering of laminates by ply-drops can be achieved in several different ways25

[9, 10], from dropping off several plies in one step (all at one location) to26

dropping plies in a staircase-like arrangement to have a gradual transition.27

From a manufacturing point of view, the first approach is advantageous since28

it is does not increase the manufacturing cost [11]. However, it leads to de-29

signs that are more susceptible to delaminations [8]. Therefore, most efforts30

are towards taper designs using staircase-like arrangements where the ply31

drops are relative close, but with a certain distance between successive ply32

drops [9]. Interleaving the dropped plies between continuous plies is also an33

effective approach to increase the delamination resistance [11]. The disad-34

vantage of these approaches is that they increase manufacturing cost as it35

involves detailed planning of the lay-up [8]. Different ply drops staggered36

configurations have been investigated experimentally and analysed numer-37

ically [12–15]. In the staggered ply drop designs, a small amount of resin38

(resin pocket) is trapped between the ply drop and the surrounding continu-39

ous plies [9, 16]. Crack initiation and delamination between the dropped and40

continuous ply has been experimentally observed and predicted by numerical41

models [1, 6, 9, 10, 15, 17]. The formation of such a delamination probably42

cannot be suppressed by any conventional ply drop design. To overcome this43

issue, Khan et al. [11] proposed a new design, a chamfered ply drop geometry44
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to minimise the size of the resin pocket. Ply edge chamfering nearly elimi-45

nated resin accumulation at the ply drop, and the resulting static strength46

and fatigue lifetime were significantly increased in comparison with a design47

using a traditional non-chamfered ply drop [11].48

From the above, it is clear that delamination can start from ply drops. Even49

for chamfered ply drops, delaminations will most likely initiate under cyclic50

loading although the cycles for crack initiation may be significantly higher51

than for laminates with conventional ply drop geometries. In the manufac-52

ture of a large structure there is a high probability that some of the plies53

are not perfectly placed in the mould and thus even for chamfered ply drops,54

resin rich areas can be expected in some ply drop locations. Thus, defects55

and damage at such critical sites should be addressed in the design of such56

structures. A conservative approach with large safety factors, aims to pre-57

vent crack initiation, leads to structures which are far from optimum. An58

alternative approach is to design in accordance with the concept of damage59

tolerance, which was first introduced in the aerospace sector in the 1970ies60

to obtain cost-effective light-weight structures [18–21]. With this approach,61

a structure can sustain a certain damage that propagates slowly (stably) and62

will be detected by non-destructive techniques (NDT) in regular inspection63

intervals and will then be repaired [22]. A more advanced concept is based64

on structural health monitoring to detect damage in service by built-in sen-65

sors and an NDT inspection will only be conducted when damage is detected66

[23]. Understanding the sequence of damage initiation from a ply drop and67

the damage evolution is thus important in designing a composite structure68

of complex shape and forms the basis for defining an inspection/monitoring69

plan. This approach potentially leads to larger weight savings.70

1.1. Problem statement71

In the present work, an element test specimen containing four ply drops72

(Fig. 1) is designed with the purpose to examine damage initiation and prop-73

agation from ply drops experimentally under cyclic tensile loading. The in-74

vestigation covers damage initiation at a ply drop but the focus is on the75

subsequent crack/delamination growth rate dependence on ply drop geom-76

etry. For this reason, conventional ply drops with resin pockets, are used.77

Fig. 1 shows a schematic drawing of part of the element specimen containing78

two ply drops with some distance between them. At each ply drop, a resin79

pocket will form during manufacturing. By using a certain spacing (in x180
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direction) between the two ply drops, it is possible to study the ply drop in-81

teraction and measure the cyclic delamination crack growth rates of the two82

delaminations independently. In the present study, the composite material83

used is a typical material for wind turbine blades with relatively thick ply84

drops with a ply/layer thickness in the order of a millimeter.85

x1

F
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Crack 1
Crack 2

Crack 3

Crack 1a
Crack 2a

tunneling
Crack 2

tunneling
Crack 1

resin pocket

x2

x3

UD
layers

biax layer

composite
beam

Figure 1: Schematic drawing of two ply drops close to each other. The possible cracks,
tunneling cracks and delamination cracks, are shown.

An element test specimen (Fig. 1) containing design details i.e. as ply drops86

is indented to replicate the damage modes of real structures. An element87

test is a test specimen between coupon test and substructure test. Typical88

laminates for a load carrying component of a wind turbine blade consist89

mainly of unidirectional plies with ±45o (biax) fabrics on the outer layers.90

Therefore such a layup is used in the present study. The presence of the91

support/backing threads results in weak interfaces between the layers of the92

specimen where a delamination can initiate and propagate [24]. It should be93

mentioned that an element test is different from a sub-component test, where94

the sub-component is usually a real design detail or a cut-out from the struc-95

ture [25]. An element test specimen is a purposely designed test specimen96

that will develop several competing failure and damage types, designed to97

study the evolution and interaction of the basic failure modes. An element98

test specimen is thus expected to develop similar damage as real structures,99

but is indented to give a more clear insight in the damage evolution than real100

structures.101
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In order to help the interpretations of the experiments, finite element anal-102

yses are used. The ply drop interaction is investigated using a cohesive zone103

based finite element analysis, whereas crack growth in the specimen’s con-104

stant thickness region is analysed by a linear elastic fracture mechanics based105

finite element model. The present element specimen was designed to be rel-106

ative long to enable delamination cracks to extend a relative long distance107

away between the grips (to investigate if crack growth rate became constant),108

and to minimize bending, so that the specimen can analyzed by a simple an-109

alytical model (Appendix A). The spacing between the first and second110

ply-drop were chosen to be relative short in order to study the interaction of111

the cracks emerging from the two ply-drops.112

2. Experimental Procedure113

2.1. Materials114

A unidirectional (0o) glass fibre fabric with support/backing threads in 90o
115

was obtained from Saertex GmbH, Saerbeck, Germany. The fibre diameter116

in the 0o glass rovings, with 2400 tex, was 17 µm, and the area weight was117

1134 g/m2. The glass fibres in the support threads (68 tex) had a diameter118

of 10 µm and an area weight of 54 g/m2. Polyester fibres with 110 tex and119

area weight of 12 g/m2 were used as sewing threads in a tricot-warp stitching120

pattern.121

A biaxial glass fibre fabric (±45o) with a total area weight of 720 g/m2 was122

obtained from Ahlstrom, Tampere, Finland. The area weight of the ±45o
123

fibres (600 tex) was 592 g/m2. The support threads, glass fibres with 200 tex,124

had an area weight of 19 g/m2. The biaxial fabric included a chopped strand125

mat layer with 100 g/m2 and 30 tex. The glass fibre diameter was 16 µm,126

except the chopped strand mat which made of glass fibres with a diameter127

of 12 µm. The stitching yarns were constructed from polyester yarns with128

76 tex.129

The fabric structure has a strong influence on the interface / cohesive law130

properties between the layers.131

Epoxy was used as a matrix material. The epoxy resin, Aralditer LY 1568,132

and the hardener, Aradurr 3489 CH, were provided by Huntsman Advanced133

Materials GmbH, Basel, Switzerland.134
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2.2. Manufacturing of element specimen with ply drops135

Ten unidirectional plies/layers, all 700 mm in length, were placed on the136

surface of a vacuum infusion table to form a composite plate consisting of UD137

layers. Four unidirectional plies, each having different length, were placed on138

top of the ten unidirectional plies to create four ply drops (see Fig. 2). Finally,139

a continuous biax fabric layer was placed on top of the four unidirectional140

plies and the composite beam as shown in Fig. 2.141

1x

resin pocket tab

110 50 290 10 100 10 60

F

H
h1

biax layer

2xh2

=0.9

=0.6

=9

1.8ply drop 1

ply drop 2

h1h1 h1

UD layers

Figure 2: Specimen dimensions and position of the ply drops (all dimensions in mm).

All layers (0o and ±45o) were placed with the support/backing threads (90o)142

facing downwards (the direction opposite to the x2 axis shown in Fig. 2) and143

as can be seen in the scanning electron microscopy images in Fig. 3.144

x1

x2

UD layer UD layer

45 fibres
o

90 fibres
o

Biax:

UD layer

UD layer 90 fibres
o

90 fibres
o

Biax layer

Figure 3: Details of the 0o and ±45o plies/layers architecture showing the support threads
(0o) between the reinforcing fibres (0o and ±45o). The scale bars are equal to 100 µm.

After laying all fabric layers, a vacuum bag was applied and the epoxy resin145

was infused. Then, to cure the resin, the plate (700 × 400 mm2) was heated146

at 40oC for 19 hrs, followed by a heat-up to 75oC for 5 hrs and cooled down.147

After curing, the thickness of each unidirectional layer was approximately 0.9148
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mm and the thickness of the biax layer was about 0.6 mm. The fibre volume149

fraction in the unidirectional layers was 50%. During infusion, resin pockets150

had formed at each ply drop as schematically shown in Fig. 2. The precise151

shape of the resin pockets was to some extend controlled by the vacuum152

infusion process. The resin pocket length, in x1 direction, was between 3.0153

and 3.2 mm and the angle between 14 and 16o.154

Glass fibre epoxy composite tabs (1.8 mm thick) were glued on the thin155

section of the plate (see Fig. 2) so that this end would have the same thickness156

as the other end. As a result, the specimen would be aligned with the loading157

axis when mounted at the testing machine. The ply drop specimens were cut-158

out from the plate in a width of 30 mm. Their dimensions along the length159

are given in Fig. 2. The distance between ply drops 1 and 2, which are being160

used in the present paper, was approximately d=10 mm.161

Prior to testing, details of the ply drop were investigated by scanning electron162

microscope (Zeiss Evo 60 EP-SEM) using a secondary electron detector. An163

example is given in Fig. 3.164

The modulus of the UD plies, in the fibre direction, was measured by stat-165

ically testing ply drop specimens similar to Fig. 2 but without the biaxial166

layer. The strain in the thin section of the ply drop specimens were measured167

by two strain gauges on opposite faces of the specimen. The Young’s modulus168

was equal approximately equal to 38 GPa.169

It should be emphasized that the current element test specimen is not an ex-170

act representation of a wind turbine substructure. The present work focuses171

on how such an element test can be designed and analysed.172

2.3. Test procedure173

The specimens were subjected to cyclic loading on an Instron 8800 servo-174

hydraulic testing machine with a 250 kN load cell under load control at an175

R-ratio (R = σmin/σmax) of 0.1. The minimum and maximum stress values176

σmin and σmax were calculated by dividing the values of the minimum and177

maximum loads with the cross-sectional area of the thin section of the ply178

drop specimens (between ply drop 1 and tab, Fig. 2). The loading frequency179

was set to 3 Hz (a higher loading frequency could induce heating of the spec-180

imen during cyclic loading). The position of the cross-head and maximum181

and minimum loads for each cycle were recorded.182

The delaminations/cracks length was monitored from images recorded by a183

digital camera. Digital images (2592×3872 pixels) were acquired automat-184

ically at a rate of 1 image per cycle for the first 100 cycles, 1 image for185
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Figure 4: Cyclic testing of the ply drop specimens with a camera used to monitor the
cracks / delaminations extension with the number of cycles.

every 10th cycles in the range 100 to 1000 cycles, 1 image for every 100th186

cycles in the range 1000 to 10000 cycles etc. The image resolution was ≈0.04187

mm/pixel. The camera was synchronised with the testing machine to ac-188

quire the images at the instant the specimen was subjected to the maximum189

load during a loading cycle. The delamination/crack length was easier to190

measure in the x1 − x3 plane (see Fig. 4) than in the x1 − x2 plane. The191

delamination/crack lengths were measured from the images using the ImageJ192

software [26]. As can be seen in Fig. 4, the ply drop specimen was partially193

transparent and this allowed accurate measurements of the delamination ex-194

tension. It was, however, impossible to measure the crack length when two195

cracks overlapped. Visual observations on the sides of the test specimen were196

used to verify which crack extension was measured.197

In some cases the crack front was not uniform along the specimen width (the198

x3 direction). For this reason, the delamination/crack length of each crack199

was measured at three positions along the specimen width as shown in Fig. 4.200
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Results for all three positions along the specimen width will be presented.201

2.4. Issues with non-symmetric specimens202

In general, the use of non-symmetric specimens, with the ply drops on one203

side only (Fig. 2), can result in a complex stress field in particular at the first204

ply drop (in the thin section of the specimen). However, for long specimens,205

such as the one depicted in Fig. 2, the bending ratio [27], in static tensile206

tests, is very small, less than 0.03 [24, 28] and smaller than 0.1 [29]. The207

bending ratio was measured by two strain gauges on the opposite faces in the208

thin section of the ply drop specimens. Then, the specimen can be analysed209

as being subjected to uniform tension. This makes the interpretation of the210

results easier.211

3. Experimental Results212

3.1. Fatigue crack initiation and growth from ply drops213

The damage initiation from a ply drop and the subsequent growth of cracks /214

delaminations with cycles will be first shown with a series of optical images.215

The maximum applied stress for the specimen shown in Fig. 5 is σmax=136.2216

MPa. The position of the ply drops 1 and 2 can be easily seen as lighter lines217

in the photo shown in Fig. 5a which was taken at N =1000 cycles. At this218

number of cycles there is no damage in the element specimen. In Fig. 5b,219

recorded at 5000 cycles, a tunneling crack (a crack between the ply drop and220

the resin pocket, along direction x3) denoted Tunneling Crack 1 has formed.221

Since the specimen was monitored/photographed at periodic intervals, it is222

possible to estimate the number of cycles for the initiation and growing of the223

tunneling crack at ply drop 1. However, since photographs were not taken224

for every cycle and it is not possible to exactly determine the time when225

the tunneling crack appears. However, once a tunneling crack initiates, it226

propagates fast along direction x3.227

At 40000 cycles (Fig. 5c) the second tunneling crack (denoted as Tunneling228

Crack 2) has formed. A delamination crack between ply drop 1 and the229

composite beam (denoted Crack 1) has initiated from the tunneling crack230

(Fig. 5b) and has started to propagate in the x1 direction. The delamination231

crack plane has been confirmed by observations of the specimen at the x1−x2232

plane. This finding is in agreement with experimental observations elsewhere233

[8].234
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Figure 5: Images of damage initiation: tunneling cracks and crack/delamination growth.
σmax=136.2 MPa, R=0.1.

Fig. 6 shows the specimen at 100000 cycles. A new delamination crack (Crack235

2) has now formed at Tunneling Crack 2. At N=100000 cycles (Fig. 6a) a236

clear increase in the length of the Crack 1 can be observed when compared237

with the crack length at N=40000 cycles (see Fig. 5c). No delamination is238

observed at ply drop 2 and the resin pocket yet.239

At N=200000 cycles (Fig. 6b), the front of Crack 1 approaches ply drop 2240

(at x1=10 mm). Crack 2 has grown by a small amount. Crack 1 reaches ply241

drop 2 at N ≈ 370000 cycles (Fig. 6c).242

At N=400000 cycles (Fig. 7a) both Crack 1 and Crack 2 grow in the x1243

direction. At this stage, it is only possible to measure the extension crack244

delamination 2. Since the crack tip of Crack 1 1 lies below Crack 2, Crack245

1 is not optically visible in the x1 − x3 plane. When the number of cycles246

has increased to N=450000 (Fig. 7b), Crack 2 stops growing and Crack 1247

now grows ahead of Crack 2 and therefore becomes visible. Then, it becomes248

possible to measure the crack/delamination 1 growth again. At this number249
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Figure 6: Images of damage evolution of Crack 1 and Crack 2: crack/delamination growth.
σmax=136.2 MPa, R=0.1.

of cycles, a crack between the biax layer and the resin pocket, denoted Crack250

3, appears and propagates in the negative x1 direction.251

The further growth of these two cracks / delaminations, Crack 1 and Crack 3,252

can be observed in Fig. 7c for N=600000 cycles and in Fig. 7d for N=700000253

cycles. Crack 1 continues to increase in length until it reaches the other end254

of the element specimen. The other delamination crack, Crack 3, grows away255

from the resin pocket (in the negative x1 direction) and continuous growing256

between the biax layer the composite beam but later stops to grow as the257

biax layer fails in a damage zone of multiple tunneling cracks in both the258

+45o and −45o directions.259

The same sequence of damage mechanisms was observed for other σmax val-260

ues, with the only difference being the number of cycles where a certain261

damage mechanism occurred.262

3.2. Quantitative crack length evolution263

Figs. 8-10 show the cracks / delaminations extension as a function of the264

number of cycles, measured from images similar to Figs. 5 to 6 for three dif-265

ferent levels of σmax: In Fig. 8 for σmax=130.6 MPa, in Fig. 9 for σmax=136.2266
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Figure 7: Images of damage evolution beyond the second ply drop: Only Crack 1 and
Crack 3 grow. σmax=136.2 MPa, R=0.1.

MPa and in Fig. 10 for σmax=141.8 MPa. In these figures, the horizontal axis267

represents the number of cycles and the vertical axis the crack tip position268

(normalised with the unidirectional ply thickness, h1 = 0.9 mm) of each de-269

lamination crack. The position of the ply drops 1 and 2 are also indicated in270

the vertical axis. For all specimens, the nominal distance between ply drops271

1 and 2 is 10 mm (see Section 2.2) and the origin of the x1 coordinate system272

is taken at the position of ply drop 1. The positive x1 direction is towards273

ply drop 2. As mentioned, each crack length is measured in three position274

along direction x3 (see Section 2.3).275

Fig. 8 shows that Crack 1 propagates fast for the the first ≈200000 cycles276

(crack length xc/h1 ≈ 5, where xc is the x1 coordinate of the tip of each277
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crack) and then the crack growth rate decreases to a near-constant value278

for N > 300000 cycles. Tunneling Crack 2 also appears relatively early but279

a delamination initiated at this location (Crack 2) does not grow or grows280

very slowly initially (in many cases, it was not possible to measure this crack281

extension in the early stages due to the image resolution limits). Once Crack282

1 passes the tip of Crack 2, Crack 2 stops to further grow for the remaining283

of the test, while the crack growth rate of Crack 1 increases. Once Crack284

1 is away from the position of the tip of Crack 2 (at a distance larger than285

H), it attains a constant growth rate significantly higher than earlier in the286

thinner section (between ply drops 1 and 2). The crack growth rate of Crack287

3 (the debond crack between the biax layer and the resin pocket) is relatively288

low in comparison with the growth rate of the main delamination (Crack 1).289

For N ≈ 1300000, Crack 3 grows a bit faster as it propagates between the290

biax layer and the composite beam. The ±45o plies fail at some point (N291

approximately larger than 1800000) and then Crack 3 stops growing.292
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Figure 8: Crack tip position normalised with respect to the ply drop 1 position (along
direction x1), of the different cracks is shown as a function of the number of cycles, N ,
for σmax=130.6 MPa. Crack 1: delamination between ply drop layer 1 and composite
beam, Crack 2: delamination between ply drop layers 1 and 2 and Crack 3: initially
delamination between the biax layer and the resin pocket and later between the biax layer
and the composite beam.
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Fig. 9 is a plot similar to Fig. 8 for σmax equal to 136.2 MPa. The sequence293

of damage mechanisms and the growth rates with cycles of the different294

delaminations are qualitatively identical to Fig. 8 for σmax=130.6 MPa. Due295

to the higher σmax, the damage mechanisms appear at smaller number of296

cycles. For instance, the first tunneling crack appears at approximately 1500297

cycles, i.e. at a lower number of cycles than the approximately 6000 cycles298

for σmax=130.6 MPa (Fig. 8). The second tunneling crack also is formed299

earlier, at N ≈ 15000, earlier than N ≈ 30000 for σmax=130.6 MPa.300

Likewise, for σmax=136.2 MPa, the growth rate of the main delamination,301

Crack 1, is much larger when the delamination propagates in the thick section302

(beyond ply drop 2) than when it propagated in the thin section between ply303

drops 1 and 2, see Fig. 9.304
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Figure 9: Crack tip position normalised with respect to the ply drop 1 position (along
direction x1), of the different cracks is shown as a function of the number of cycles, N ,
for σmax=136.2 MPa. Crack 1: delamination between ply drop layer 1 and composite
beam, Crack 2: delamination between ply drop layers 1 and 2 and Crack 3: initially
delamination between the biax layer and the resin pocket and later between the biax layer
and the composite beam.

Fig. 10 shows the measurement of the delaminations lengths with cycles for305

σmax equal to 141.8 MPa. The overall damage sequence is identical to the306

previous cases shown in Figs. 8 and 9 but the damages evolves faster. The307
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first tunneling crack is visible almost from the beginning of the test at N ≈308

500 cycles. The second tunneling crack is formed at N ≈ 10000 cycles which309

is smaller than N ≈ 15000 cycles for σmax=130.6 MPa (Fig. 9).310

For this specimen, the crack length along direction x3 of Crack 1 is not311

uniform (see Section 2.2) in the initial stages of the test when the crack is be-312

tween ply drops 1 and 2. However, this initial non uniform crack/delamination313

crack growth does not change the overall results.314
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Figure 10: Crack tip position normalised with respect to the ply drop 1 position (along
direction x1), of the different cracks is shown as a function of the number of cycles, N ,
for σmax=141.8 MPa. Crack 1: delamination between ply drop layer 1 and composite
beam, Crack 2: delamination between ply drop layers 1 and 2 and Crack 3: initially
delamination between the biax layer and the resin pocket and later between the biax layer
and the composite beam.

3.3. Crack growth rates315

In Fig. 11 the early stages of the delamination Crack 1 growth (from ply-316

drop 1 to ply-drop 2) with cycles is plotted for the three different σmax317

values. For each crack, only one crack length measurement along the width318

of the specimen (Section 2.3) is plotted. For all σmax values, the growth319

rate decreases significantly and approaches a constant value as the crack320

approaches ply drop 2. For σmax=130.6 MPa, the crack extension rate is321
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initially 0.017 µm/cycle up to ≈300000 cycles and then decreases to about322

0.009 µm/cycle until the crack reaches ply drop 2.323

For σmax=141.8 MPa, the crack growth rate in both regions is more than324

4 times larger than the corresponding extension rate for σmax=130.7 MPa.325

This illustrates that the cyclic stress levels have a strong influence on the326

crack extension between ply drop 1 and ply drop 2. It can be noted that for327

all three cases the constant growth rate is attained for xc/h1 >6-7.328
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Figure 11: Delamination length of Crack 1 between ply drop layer 1 and the composite
beam, as a function of the number of cycles until Crack 1 reaches ply drop 2 region.
The position of ply drop 1 is at xc/h1=0. The crack length data for each applied stress
correspond to measurements at one position across the specimen width.

Fig. 12 shows the crack tip position of Crack 1 beyond ply drop 2 i.e. between329

ply drop 2 and ply drop 3 (see Fig. 2). In Fig. 12, the ply drop 2 is at330

xc/h1 = (x1 − d)/h1. Once the crack tip position is about 10 times the ply331

thickness, the crack growth rate becomes constant e.g. independent of the332

crack tip position.333

By comparing the crack growth rates of the first region of Fig. 11 with the334

crack growth rates of Fig. 12, it can be seen that for σmax = 130.6 MPa and335

σmax=136.2 MPa the crack growth rate beyond ply drop 2 (thick section) is336

about 8 to 10 times larger than the crack growth rate in the constant crack337

growth region of Fig. 11. For σmax = 141.8 MPa, the crack growth rate in the338
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thick section is approximately 4 times the crack growth rate in the constant339

crack growth region of Fig. 11.340

In another study [28] it has been found, for exactly similar specimens, that341

under static loading the propagation of the delamination crack between ply342

drop 1 and the composite beam, Crack 1, occurs at stress levels between343

200 and 250 MPa. The present measurements, for example Fig. 12, are344

in agreement with the results of that study [28], where the delamination345

grows in the thick section between ply drops 2 and 3, between a rate of346

approximately 0.01 µm per cycle for σmax=110 MPa and approximately 7.0347

µm per cycle for σmax=180 MPa. The crack growth rate, see Figs. 11 and 12348

increases significantly with a relatively small increase of σmax. Similar results349

were reported by Agastra et al. [4] for a crack between ply drop 1 and the350

composite beam.351

3.4. Summary of experimental observations352

The damage sequence observed experimentally, through observations during353

the tests and scanning electron microscopy examinations after the tests, is354
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shown schematically in Fig. 13. The tunneling crack between ply drop 1 and355

the resin pocket (Tunneling Crack 1) is the first damage (Fig. 13a). Once it356

has formed, it propagates relative fast across the specimen width. Then, a357

delamination, Crack 1, initiates from the bottom of the tunneling crack and358

propagates along the interface between ply drop 1 layer and the composite359

beam and later a secondary delamination between ply drop layer 1 and the360

biax layer, Crack 1a (Fig. 13b) initiates from the top of the tunneling crack.361

Then, Tunneling Crack 2 forms (Fig. 13c), while the two previous delamina-362

tions, Crack 1 and Crack 1a, continue to grow. Crack 1 has a higher growth363

rate than Crack 1a that (later) stops growing.364

Next as shown in Fig. 13d, delaminations are initiated from the top and bot-365

tom of Tunneling Crack 2, one between ply drop layer 1 and 2, denoted Crack366

2, and one between ply drop layer 2 and the biax layer, Crack 2a. About the367

same time as Crack 1 approaches ply drop 2, the secondary delamination,368

Crack 1a, stops to grow along the interface.369

When the tip of the main delamination, Crack 1, extends beyond the tip of370

Crack 2 (Fig. 13e) the growth rate of Crack 1 increases to a higher, constant371

value, while Crack 2 grows at a much lower rate. Crack 2a grows at an372

even lower rate. It should be noted that due to the fabric structure, a clear373

weak interface exists between the 0o layers (see Fig. 3) and thus Crack 1a374

propagates along this interface in the x1 direction between 0o layers. On375

the other hand, the structure of the biax layer creates additional weak paths,376

between the ±45o fibre bundles, where a crack can grow (see Fig. 13e). Next,377

Crack 1a kinks into the biax layer, which essentially breaks up. Once the378

biax layer has broken (Fig. 13e), Crack 1 continuous to grow in a steady-379

state situation where the layers above the crack plane (Crack 1) become380

stress-free as the crack tip advances. At the same time, Crack 3 initiates381

from the upper tip of the tunneling crack of ply drop 1 and grows in the382

negative x1 direction along the interface between the biax layer and the resin383

pocket, Crack 3 (Fig. 13e).384

When Crack 1 is away from ply drop 2 (see Fig. 13f) it grows at a higher rate385

which attains a constant value while Crack 2 and Crack 2a completely stop386

growing. In some cases Crack 2a kinks into the biax layer and then stops to387

grow, similarly to the crack shown in Fig. 13e propagating into the biax layer.388

The crack between the biax layer and the resin pocket, Crack 3, propagates389

along the interface of the end of the resin pocket (in the negative x1 direction)390

and then becomes a delamination crack propagating between the biax layer391

and the composite beam. At this point, as indicated in Fig. 13g, only two392
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Figure 13: Schematic drawing of the damage sequence in the element specimen with ply
drops.

cracks continue to grow: Crack 1 that grows at a fast constant growth rate393

and Crack 3. Then, Crack 3 kinks into the ±45o and thus stops to further394

grow. Finally (Fig. 13h) only Crack 1 grows. It was possible to grow this395

delamination at a constant growth rate for several centimeters as shown in396

Fig. 12. It is remarkable that the somewhat complicated damage evolution at397

ply-drops ends in a situation where only one crack propagates at a constant398

rate. This suggests that this part of the problem can be analysed as a steady-399

state problem, which greatly simplifies the analysis e.g. as can be seen from400

Fig. 12, for all σmax the Crack 1 growth rate attains a constant value when401

its crack tip is at some distance away from ply drop 2 (approximately larger402
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than H).403

4. Numerical models404

In order to get a deeper understanding of the experimental findings, the finite405

element method was employed to model the element test of Fig. 2 as a two-406

dimensional plane stress problem using the commercial finite element code407

Abaqus, version 6.17 [30]. Two models were used. A model with cohesive408

zones along the interfaces (Section 4.1) and a linear elastic fracture mechanics409

(LEFM) model with two crack tips (Section 4.2).410

4.1. Cohesive zone model for ply drop interaction411

Fig. 14a shows a schematic illustration of the cohesive based finite element412

model to study the ply drop interaction. In accordance with the damage413

evolution shown in Fig. 13, cohesive zones were inserted along all interfaces,414

e.g. also between the UD plies the resin pockets. The tunneling cracks415

were assumed to pre-exist; in the model the ends of the ply drops are fully416

debonded from the resin pockets. Certain cracks as it will be discussed in417

Section 3 are tunneling cracks in the off-axis plies, i.e. Crack 3. It is expected418

that a 2D cohesive zone representation of the off-axis cracks is not accurate419

in particular with respect to their out-of-plane growth. However, for the420

purpose of the current work, the modelling of the off-axis tunneling cracks421

with 2D cohesive elements can give information if these cracks will initiate422

or not and comparisons can be made with the experimental observations.423

With reference to Fig. 14, the nodes at the left hand side of the specimen,424

at x1 = 260 mm, were constrained in the x1 direction and the bottom corner425

node also in the x2 direction. Displacements in the x1 direction were pre-426

scribed incrementally to the nodes at x1 = -150 mm. Thus, not the entire427

length of the specimen of Fig. 2 was modelled e.g. the length in the model428

was smaller than the real specimen but long enough to ensure that there429

was no influence from the boundary conditions. Furthermore, only the two430

closed distance ply drops were modelled. The distance, d, between the two431

tunneling cracks (or the two ply drops) was 10 mm. The thickness of the432

0o-layers, h1, was 0.9 mm and the thickness of the biax-layer, h2, was 0.6433

mm.434

The composite plies were modelled with four-node and three-node plane435

stress elements in order to control the mesh transition from small size el-436

ements near the cohesive zones to larger elements away from the cohesive437
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Figure 14: a) Schematic illustration of the cohesive based finite element model showing
all the cohesive zones where cracks can initiate and grow and b) detailed view of the finite
element mesh at x1=0, x2=0 showing the finite thickness cohesive elements to model
cohesive zones for Crack 1 and Crack 3b. All dimensions in mm and the resin pocket
angle is 14o.

zones as shown in Fig. 14b for Crack 1 and Crack 3b. The elastic constants438

for the composite plies (orthotropic linear-elastic solids) and the epoxy resin439

(isotropic linear-elastic) are given in Table 1. E11 was experimentally mea-440

sured, whereas the other elastic constants were estimated based on microme-441

chanics and the fibre and resin properties [31].442

Table 1: Elastic constants of the epoxy resin and of the unidirectional (UD) and biaxial
plies.

E11 (GPa) E22 (GPa) ν12 (-) G12 (GPa) G13 (GPa) G23 (GPa)
UD 38.000 11.600 0.284 3.460 4.460 3.460
Biaxial 10.593 10.593 0.531 8.640 4.074 8.640

E (GPa) ν (-)
Epoxy 3.500 0.350

The Abaqus linear four-noded cohesive elements were used to model the co-443

hesive zones and the cohesive element length was equal to 0.02h1. As can444

be seen from Fig. 14b the cohesive elements had a finite thickness, equal to445

0.0075h1 to avoid element interpenetration [32, 33]. It was ensured that a446

large number of cohesive elements (more than 50) were active in the cohesive447

zone during the loading stage, which is significantly higher than the min-448

imum number (4-8) suggested by Turon et al. [34] and references therein.449

The traction-separation law, uncoupled mixed mode cohesive law with linear450
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softening [35, 36], was implemented in an user material Abaqus Fortran sub-451

routine to ensure a path independent mixed mode fracture energy [37, 38].452

The cohesive law properties assumed are given in Table 2. In the present453

work, the mode II cohesive law is identical to the mode I cohesive law. The454

normal and shear peak tractions are denoted as σ̂n and σ̂t, the correspond-455

ing critical separations as δno and δto, and the mode I and mode II fracture456

energies as Γn and Γt. The same cohesive law parameters were used for all457

cracks. Finite element simulations were also performed with other cohesive458

law parameters than those listed in Table 2, and for different cohesive laws for459

the different cracks of Fig. 14a. The use of different cohesive law properties460

will be discussed in Section 5.461

Table 2: Parameters of mode I and mode II traction-separation laws for all cohesive zones

Mode I Mode II
σ̂n (MPa) δno (mm) Γn (J/m2) σ̂t (MPa) δto (mm) Γt (J/m2)

20.00 0.01 1000.00 20.00 0.01 1000.00

In order to overcome convergence difficulties that are typically encountered462

in FE simulations with implicit solvers [39] and in particular in the presence463

of more than one crack [36], an explicit solver was used. Therefore, in order464

to obtain a quasi-static solution, the mass-scaling approach [30, 40] was used.465

In all simulations, it was ensured that the kinetic energy and the energy dis-466

sipated by viscosity (viscous damping is always included in Abaqus/Explicit)467

were negligible, below 0.5% of the strain energy.468

4.2. Linear elastic fracture mechanics model for steady-state crack growth469

Fig. 15a shows the finite element model used to calculate the energy release470

rate, G, of Crack 1 and Crack 2, representing the cases where Crack 1 has471

grown away from the first ply drop region e.g. a1 > 0 and the x1 coordinate472

of the tip of Crack 1 is smaller, equal or larger that the tip of Crack 2. The473

length of Crack 2, a2, is kept constant and equal to 2.22 h1. All the other474

cracks are modelled as fully delaminated in the LEFM models. A focused475

mesh for the LEFM models, as shown in Fig. 15b, was used close to the476

crack tip of both cracks in order to calculate the crack energy release rate477

based on J integral evaluation as implemented in the Abaqus code [30]. The478

size of the smallest crack tip element was 0.0015 h1.479
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Figure 15: a) Schematic illustration of the LEFM based finite element model showing the
two cracks tips (cracks 1 and 2 in Fig. 14) and a fully developed delamination at the wake
for Crack 1 and Crack 2, b) detailed view of the finite element mesh at the tip of Crack 1.

In order to compute the energy release rate from static finite element so-480

lutions, a series of finite element simulations were run with increasing the481

Crack 1 length a1 (the x1 coordinate of the crack tip of Crack 1), while keep-482

ing the length of Crack 2 constant, a2/h1=2.22. More elaborated analyses,483

i.e. by simultaneously increasing the length of Crack 2, could be also tested.484

However, to analyse the experimental findings, it is preferred to use a simple485

model.486

5. Numerical Results487

5.1. Results for cohesive zone modelling488

Fig. 16 shows the finite element predictions of the crack tip positions under a489

monotonically increasing end-displacement, predicted using the cohesive zone490

model of Fig. 14a. The results of Fig. 16 can be qualitatively compared with491

the cyclic crack growth results of Figs. 8-10. If the crack length increases un-492

der increasing displacement, then a corresponding cyclically loaded specimen493

would undergo a faster cyclic crack growth (have a higher crack growth rate).494

The main delamination, Crack 1, grows much longer in an unstable fashion495

once it extends beyond the tip of Crack 2. At the final stage, the crack496

growth rate of Crack 1 is very fast; a consequence of static finite element497

solution, which at some point becomes unstable. Qualitative, the interplay498

between Crack 1 and Crack 2 in Figs. 8-10 is the same.499

The predicted response for Crack 2 also agrees qualitatively with the exper-500

imental observations e.g. Crack 2 initiates later than Crack 1, it propagates501
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Figure 16: Finite element results for the normalised crack tip position, with respect to the
ply drop 1 position (along direction x1), of the different cracks / delaminations (defined
in Fig. 14a) as a function of applied displacement, u1, along x1.

less than Crack 1 and more importantly it arrests as the crack tip of Crack502

1 passes by. Crack 1a initiates later than Crack 1 but it grows very slow503

except for high applied displacements, which is the range where the static504

simulations become unstable. Crack 3b and Crack 4b do not initiate at all505

and Crack 3a initiates approximately when Crack 2 arrests. Its growth rate506

is relatively fast but the crack initiates at the end of the simulation shortly507

before the simulation turns unstable.508

The same trends where found for other cohesive law parameters than those509

listed in Table 2, with the main difference being that cracks would initiate at510

different applied displacement. In addition, few simulations were performed511

with using different cohesive laws for the different cracks but qualitatively512

the results were similar to the results of Fig. 16.513

5.2. Results using linear elastic fracture mechanics514

Fig. 17 shows the LEFM results in terms of the energy release rate for Crack515

1 and Crack 2 when both crack tips have the same x1 coordinate and when516

Crack 1 extends beyond or ahead of the tip of Crack 2, which is held station-517

ary. As described in Section 4.2, Fig. 17 is constructed by a series of static518
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Figure 17: Finite element results of the normalised energy release rate, G, for Crack 1
and Crack 2 (see Fig. 15a), as a function Crack 1 length. The length of Crack 2 is
held constant. σ11 is the stress in the composite beam at the right end of the model in
accordance with the analytical model of Appendix A.

finite element simulations. It can be seen that when the tip of Crack 1 has519

grown well beyond the tip of Crack 2 (a1 >15h1), the energy release rate of520

Crack 1 is significantly higher than the energy release rate of Crack 2 and it521

is fairly constant indicating steady-state crack growth in accordance with the522

experimental results of Fig. 12. For these cases, the energy release rate for523

Crack 2 is nearly zero. This suggests that Crack 2 would arrest. This pre-524

diction agrees with the experimental observations of Section 3. It should be525

mentioned that the results of Fig. 17 are also in qualitative agreement with526

the finite element results of Goutianos and Sørensen [24] who used a simplified527

geometry consisting of one ply drop. The mode mixity, ψ = tan−1
(
KII/KI

)
,528

is -37.0o for a1/h1=20 and increases to -41.1o for a1/h1=40. The negative529

sign of ψ (and KII) indicate that the crack tends to kink downwards into the530

thick composite beam (see Fig. 15 for the crack tip direction).531

When Crack 1 is very long, the steady-state energy release rate can be cal-532

culated analytically by extending the model of Sørensen [41], as briefly pre-533

sented in Appendix A. With H =10h1, the layer thicknesses given in Fig. 2,534

and the values of E11 listed in Table 1, Eq. A-1 becomes:535
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Gss = 0.898
σ̄2
oh1
E11

(1)

The analytically calculated normalised energy release rate, as predicted by536

Eq. 1, is then equal to 0.898, about 4% lower than the energy release rate537

calculated for a1 equal to 40h1 using the finite element model (see Fig. 17).538

Thus, it can be argued that the analytical model is fairly accurate and it539

could be used to efficiently calculate cyclic crack rates as described elsewhere540

[41].541

6. Discussion542

6.1. Distance between ply drops543

The distance between ply drops 1 and 2 was chosen as 10 mm to study544

the interaction between closely spaced ply-drops (see Section 2.2). It was545

found experimentally that this distance might be a bit too small and crack546

interaction prevents Crack 1 from reaching a near-constant crack growth rate547

when approaching ply drop 2. A larger distance between ply drops 1 and 2548

is recommended for future work.549

6.2. On steady-state cracking550

Using linear elastic fracture mechanics models made by the finite element551

method, Goutianos and Sørensen [24] found for a similar specimen that the552

energy release rate increases from a low value to constant value (steady state)553

when the crack length is larger than the thickness of the specimen with a554

single ply drop. This, a constant steady-state energy release rate, is consis-555

tent with the observations of a near-constant crack growth rate of the present556

work. For the specimen tested in the present study, the near-constant growth557

rate observed for Crack 1 approaching ply drop 2 indicates a near-steady-558

state situation. However, a true steady-state requires that the biax layer is559

broken (see Fig. 13e) so that the delaminated layers become stress-free. It is560

presently unclear why the crack growth rate decreases in the earlier stages561

of delamination. An increasing fibre bridging zone (not modelled) would un-562

load the crack tip. On the other hand, the distance between ply drops 2 and563

3 is much larger than the thickness of the element specimen and thus the564

crack growth rate can reach a constant crack growth rate when the crack is565

further away from ply drop 2. As explained in the previous section, when566
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the biax layer breaks at Crack 1a, then the problem is in steady-state (con-567

stant energy release rate independent of crack tip position). Even in the568

case of large-scale fibre bridging, a constant growth rate is expected under569

steady-state when the bridging zone is fully evolved. This follows from an570

application of the J integral. But the LEFM results of Fig. 17 show that571

the energy release rate of Crack 1 increases as it extends from ply drop 1572

towards ply drop 2. A decreasing crack growth rate while the energy release573

rate is increasing suggests that the interface exhibits an increase in fracture574

resistance with increasing crack extension. Increase in fracture resistance by575

fibre bridging has been documented under static mixed mode delamination576

[42]. Under cyclic loading, the presence of large-scale bridging causes the577

crack growth rate to decrease significantly [43].578

6.3. Description of cyclic crack growth rate by the Paris-Erdogan Law579

As discussed in Sections 3.4 and 5.2 when Crack 1 grows away from ply580

drop 2 it grows at a constant rate. The analytical solution of Appendix A,581

to predict the steady-state energy release at the tip of crack, can be used582

to calculate the magnitude of the stress intensity factor range, |∆K| (see583

Appendix B for details). Then, the crack growth rate as a function of |∆K|584

can be plotted as it is shown in Fig. 18. Crack growth data from a parallel585

study using exactly identical specimens [28] study are included.586

To calculate |∆K|, it is assumed that LEFM is applicable to describe the587

fracture process i.e. there is no fibre bridging or friction at the wake of the588

crack tip and that plastic deformation is zero or close to zero. Furthermore,589

since both the first ply and the composite beam are made of UD layers,590

Eo = E11 of the UD layer (see Table 1). Then, the steady-state energy591

release rate Gss, from Eq. 1, is related to |∆K| through Irwin’s relation:592

Gss =
K2

I +K2
II

Eo

=
|K|2

Eo

. (2)

For cyclic loading, the corresponding relation between |∆K| and Gmax be-593

comes (Appendix B):594

|∆K| =
√
GmaxEo(1−R) = 0.947

√
h1(1−R)σ̄max (3)

where Gmax has been expressed in terms of σmax by the use of Eq. 1 and thus595

|∆K| can be calculated from σmax.596
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Figure 18: Crack growth rate, da/dN , as a function of the applied stress intensity factor
range, |∆K|.

The data of Fig. 18 follow a straight line. This is in accordance with the597

Paris-Erdogan law [44]. Normally, such Paris-Erdogan law data would be598

established by coupon testing, e.g. by applying cyclic loads to a mixed mode599

specimens such that the crack tip would be subjected to the mode mixity600

similar to that of a ply drop (for the present problem about -41o, see Section601

5.2). Such data would then be used to predict the cyclic crack growth rate602

of the delamination crack of the ply drop. It is encouraging that the crack603

growth rates of the ply drop investigated in the present study (Fig. 18: da/dN604

- |∆K|) is consistent with a Paris-Erdogan law.605

6.4. Suppression of damage evolution606

The main result of the present work is the experimental measurement of the607

crack crack growth rate of the crack between ply drop 1 and the composite608

beam, Crack 1, and its change as the crack moves from the thin to the thick609

section of the element specimen. The initial tunneling cracks are probably610

difficult to suppress even when chamfered ply drops are used. However, these611

tunneling cracks are not critical for the integrity of a composite structure612

nor do they result in a significant loss of stiffness. The tunneling cracks613
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lead to subsequent delaminations which grow and then are suppressed after614

certain number of cycles except for one, Crack 1, the crack between ply drop615

1 and the composite beam. Modifying the interlaminar properties of the616

interface between the first ply and the composite beam, e.g. increasing the617

interlaminar fracture resistance, could result in a slower increase of the crack618

length with cycles. However, as the crack moves into thicker sections, its619

growth rate will increase at each thickness change. Thus, it is important to620

take into account the geometry effects when estimating the cycles for the621

crack to reach a certain length. A design criterion could be to prevent a622

delamination to reach the next ply drop.623

Crack 1 is a mixed mode crack likely with fibre bridging and friction con-624

tributing to the interlaminar fracture resistance. It will be relevant and625

interesting to investigate the dependence of fibre bridging and friction on the626

crack growth rate.627

7. Concluding Remarks628

An element specimen with several ply drops can provide insight into the dam-629

age evolution initiated from ply drops under cyclic loading. The presence of630

ply drops leads to several cracks due to the material and geometry disconti-631

nuities. Among the different cracks, one delamination crack is identified as632

critical, the other cracks found eventually to arrest. It is shown that the crack633

growth rate of this critical crack depends both on the maximum applied stress634

under cyclic tension-tension stress fatigue and on the thickness the structure.635

As material thickness increases above the crack plane, the crack growth rate636

increases significantly. These experimental observations were understood by637

finite element analyses based on cohesive zone modelling and linear elastic638

fracture mechanics. The experimental findings have important implications639

in practice, since the delamination growth rate increases to a higher value as640

the crack tip moves past the next ply drop to thicker sections of a composite641

structure or component. Designs based on damage tolerance concept, which642

allow cracks in a structure, can be non-conservative if the growth rate de-643

pendence on thickness transitions are not taken into account. To overcome644

the increasing crack growth rate as the crack moves to thicker sections of the645

structure, more damage tolerant composite materials could be used, utilising646

toughening mechanisms such as fibre bridging to decrease or even suppress647

crack growth.648
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Appendix A. Analytical solution of for the energy release rate at781

a ply drop of a five-layer specimen782

Sørensen [41] recently presented an analytical model, based on J integral, to783

calculate the energy release rate at the tip of the long delamination crack784

initiating from a ply drop. The analysis was presented for a symmetric tri-785

layer specimen consisting of a central layer and two surface layers. The786

model of Sørensen [41] can be extended to a five-layer specimen as shown in787

Fig. A.1 which is similar to the element test specimen used in the present788

work (Fig. 1).789

Following the work of Sørensen [41], the steady-state energy release rate Gss790

is equal to the J integral evaluated along the external boundaries, under791

plane stress condition:792

Gss = Jext =
σ̄2
oH

Eo

( Σ1η1 + Σ2η2
1 + 2(Σ1η1 + Σ2η2)

)
(A-1)

where793

Σ1 =
E1

Eo

and Σ2 =
E2

Eo

(A-2)
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Figure A.1: A five-layer specimen undergoing delamination with a shear stress τs in the
delaminated zone. Due to symmetry only half of the specimen is shown.

and794

η1 =
h1
2H

and η2 =
h2
2H

(A-3)

It should be mentioned that the underlying assumptions of Eq. A-1 are that795

all materials are orthotropic linear elastic, with Eo, E1, and E2 the Young’s796

moduli in the x1 direction (denoted E11 in Table 1) of the composite beam797

and the layers indicated in Fig. A.1.798

Appendix B. Mixed-mode stress intensity factor range799

In this Section a relationship between the cyclic stress intensity factor range,800

|∆K|, and Gmax (see Appendix A) is derived. Gmax can be calculated from801

Eq. A-1 with σ̄o equal to σmax.802

When the applied stress varies between the minimum and maximum values,803

the mode I stress intensity factor varies between a minimum and a maximum804

value, Kmin
I and Kmax

I , and the mode II stress intensity factor varies between805

Kmin
II and Kmax

II as shown in Fig. B.1. Therefore, the mode I and mode II806

stress intensity factor ranges are:807

∆KI = Kmax
I −Kmin

I and ∆KII = Kmax
II −Kmin

II (B-1)

and the magnitude of the stress intensity factor range, |∆K|, for a crack808

subjected to mixed mode under LEFM conditions, is:809

|∆K| =
√

(∆KI)2 + (∆KII)2 (B-2)

Due to linearity, the relation between the minimum and maximum stress810

intensity factors in mode I and mode II is:811
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Figure B.1: Definition of mixed-mode stress intensity factor range, |∆K|.

Kmin
I = RKmax

I and Kmin
II = RKmax

II (B-3)

Inserting Eq. B-3 into Eq. B-1 gives:812

∆KI = (1−R)Kmax
I and ∆KII = (1−R)Kmax

II (B-4)

Then, inserting Eq. B-4 into Eq. B-2 leads to:813

|∆K| =
√

(Kmax
I )2 + (Kmax

II )2 (1−R) (B-5)

The Irwin’s relation for mixed mode fracture (plane stress)814

Gmax =
(Kmax

I )2 + (Kmax
II )2

Eo

(B-6)

can be rewritten as:815

(Kmax
I )2 + (Kmax

II )2 = Gmax Eo (B-7)

Then, inserting Eq. B-7 into Eq. B-5 gives the main result, the mixed-mode816

stress intensity factor range in terms of Gmax:817

|∆K| =
√
Gmax Eo (1−R) (B-8)
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